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Abstract 
Roelcke, W., Incomplete infima of complete uniformities related to topological groups and 
topological vector spaces, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 159-168. 
We consider uniformities in terms of vicinities. Completeness i  meant in the sense 
that all Cauchy filters (or, equivalently, all Cauchy nets) converge. A topological 
group Xis called complete if its left uniformity f! (or, equivalently its right uniformity 
3) is complete. This terminology applies as usual to topological vector spaces, in 
which case the left and right uniformities coincide. 
If 8, D3 are two complete uniformities on a set X then their infimum 8 A 2% (i.e., 
the finest uniformity on X which is coarser than 8 and 253) need not be complete, 
The purpose of this article is to exhibit examples for this phenomenon under various 
circumstances, starting in a general uniform setting and then proceeding to more 
restricted situations in topological groups and topological vector spaces. 
If 23, 2% are uniformities on a set X, the uniform space (X, % A 233) can be iden- 
tified with a quotient of the uniform sum (X, 8) + (X, m) by means of the canonical 
factorization of the canonical map (X, 23) + (X, 2%) -+X. But this fact seems to be of 
little use for finding complete uniformities 23, 253 with an incomplete infimum. (It 
may be more valuable as a source for incomplete quotients.) However, if X is a 
* This article is an extended version of part of my lecture at the Curacao Conference 1989. 
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group, there are for our purposes quite useful relations between certain infima 
‘23~ %I3 on X and quotients, as we shall see in Sections 2, 3, and 4. 
In order to improve chances for BA !I8 to be complete, or in order to make 
counterexamples more significant, one will impose extra conditions like ‘%A !IQ 
Hausdorff’ or some metrizability condition on ‘8, %j or one will require the following 
compatibility condition: 
(C) VME%VNE~W’E~EIN’E%Q: N’oM’cMoN. 
By [lo, 2.31, condition (C) is equivalent with the condition that {MoN: ME 23, NE FB} 
is a basis of % A a. 
In the following we shorten: topological vector space to t.v. space, vector space 
topology to V.S. topology, and locally convex to l.c. The neutral element of a group 
is generally denoted by e. For a point b of a topological space (X, S), U,(X, Cs) 
denotes the neighborhood filter of b. A topological group is called an SIN-group 
if its left and right uniformities coincide. 
1. 
In this section 1 give an example of an incomplete metrizable infimum 23 A %3 of 
two complete metrizable uniformities %, m on a set Xwhich satisfy the compatibility 
condition (C). This example was inspired by a very similar one by J.R. Isbell who 
kindly communicated it to me at the Curacao Conference, but in which a, m did 
not satisfy (C). 
LetX=iN2, with n\l=(O,1,2 ,... }; B3’ g is iven by the basis (R,: n E bl}, where R, 
is the equivalence relation on X whose equivalence classes are the sets {(i, k)} with 
i<n or k<n, and the sets {(ik): k?n} with izn; and (m is the ‘transpose’ of 8, 
with the basis {S,: n E hl}, where S,CXx X is the equivalence relation on X with 
the equivalence classes {(i, k)} with i < n or k < n, and {(i, k): i 2 n} with k 2 n. Clear- 
ly, 8, m are metrizable. A %-Cauchy sequence finally lies in ((i, k): k E Ihl} for some 
i E h. which is a %-uniformly discrete set. So T3 is complete, and analogously for 5?Q. 
Condition (C) holds in the sharpened form R, 0 S, = S, 0 R, for all IZ E [N, since for 
all (i, k) E X one has 
CR, 0 U Ki, 41 = (S, 0 R,,W, 41 
if i<n or k<n, 
{(l,m): Irn and mm} if izn and km. 
So the sets R, 0 S, CXX X (n E IN) are again equivalence relations on X and they 
form a basis of %A %Q which is metric and induces the discrete topology on X. 
93 A !D is incomplete since (n, n), E N is a ‘$3 A %$Cauchy sequence without limit. The 
supremum 23~ YQ is the discrete uniformity on X. 
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2. 
We are now going to point out a first useful connection between (incomplete) 
quotients ‘B/R and (incomplete) infima % A %3. Let %3 be a uniformity on a set X, 
let R CXXX be an equivalence relation on X, and let 83 be the uniformity on X 
with basis {R}. Then 583 is complete, pseudometrizable and uniformly locally com- 
pact; and (as can easily be seen) the infimum %A ZQ is equal to the initial uniformity 
on X with respect to the quotient map q : X-t (X/R, B/R) where 23/R is the quotient 
uniformity of %3 mod R. Hence 5?3 A !D is complete iff %3/R is complete. Thus every 
incomplete quotient WR of a complete uniformity 8 yields an example of an in- 
complete %3 A %3. (Here 553 cannot be Hausdorff since then El3 would have to be the 
discrete uniformity and !Z33/\ 583 = % would be complete.) This situation may be 
realized in particular by incomplete quotients %3/G : = B/R of complete uniformities 
% on a topological group X, with G a subgroup of X, inducing the equivalence rela- 
tion R = {(x,y) EXXX: xG=yG} on X. We consider now, in (a) and (b), different 
choices of %3 and G. 
(a) First, % will be the left uniformity V of X. Condition (C) means then that 
VUE U,(X) EII’E U,(X): VGcGU. 
Subgroups G of a topological group X with this property have been called neutral 
in [lo, Chapter 51, and these subgroups yield complete quotients P/G for complete 
and pseudometrizable X, by [lo, 11.17 (or 11.2)]. For this reason, in the following 
example of Leischner, (C) cannot be satisfied. He constructed in [7, Beispiel 2.8 
(unpublished)] a complete separable metrizable, locally compact topological group 
X with a discrete subgroup G such that I/G is incomplete and metrizable. So ‘$3 = I! 
is complete, metrizable, and uniformly locally compact, and % A %3 is incomplete. 
With the kind permission of Leischner, I will now outline his fine example. X will 
be the topological semidirect product Hx, G of an abelian normal subgroup H 
and a discrete subgroup G of X. With the additive group (0, I} of the Galois field 
GF, we form the countable direct sum A:= (0, l>@), consisting of all sequences 
(&AEL in (0, I} such that {n E Z: h, = 1) is finite. With componentwise addition, 
H is a countable abelian group, generated by the elements e; := (a,,), Ez (i E Z), 6,! 
the Kronecker symbol. Using the normal subgroup N:= {O,eo} (and thinking of H 
for a moment as endowed with the discrete topology) we form the local direct 
product 
H := {(l~,,)~~~ ED’: {ne N: h,$N} finite}, 
which is a subgroup of AN. One verifies easily that the subgroups 
uk:= n (0)x n N (kEtN) 
n=O n>k 
of H form a basis of the filter Uo(H, Ej) for a metrizable, locally compact and 
separable group topology 6 on H (cf. [2, (6.16)]). From now on His supposed to 
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carry this topology. We come now to the definition of G. Considering A for a 
moment as a vector space over the field (41) with the basis (ei),EH, we see that for 
every h EA\{O} there exists an (algebraic) automorphism & of Z? such that 
&(ec) := h. Putting in addition & := id -, we obtain the (well defined) automor- N 
phisms 
i=l 
g;,h := n id-x - n=O H ghx n ida(,=,:H+H (i~tN, ~EI?) 
n>i 
of H. They are topological, since g;,h(uk) = g$(u,) = U, for all k2 i, and they 
generate a countable subgroup G of Aut H. So, providing G with the discrete 
topology, the external topological semidirect product X:= H x, G is well defined 
(with 0 : G --f Aut H denoting the monomorphism g y g). X is separable, metrizable, 
and locally compact. We identify G and H with the corresponding subgroups of X, 
so that H becomes a normal subgroup. 
A little computation shows that 
VUE U,(X) ZIJ’E U,(X): VGVc GUG, 
which means by [lo, 4.10(i)] that the sets 
(*) {(XC, x’G) E (X/G) x (X/G): x,x’~Xand x’ExGUG} with UE U,(X) 
form a basis of e/G. Denoting by q :X-t X/G the quotient map, the restriction 
q IH is bijective, and one deduces from (*) that the initial uniformity Q* on H with 
respect to q IH has the basis 
{{(h,h’)~HxH: h’~hUz}: HEN} with UE:= 
This shows that $ * is metrizable. Clearly, for the topology XV* on H induced by S*, 
H is a dense proper topological subgroup of the topological product fi : = (a, 9)““ 
where 55 denotes the discrete topology, and ?* is the left uniformity of (H, d,*). 
Therefore I* is not complete. Since q IH is a uniform equivalence from (H, I*) 
onto (X/G, I/G), also V/G is metrizable and incomplete as we wished to show. (We 
note that (X/G, &d) is not locally precompact since its completion A is not locally 
compact.) I mention that [7, Beispiel 2.71 contains a similar topological semidirect 
product X= Hx, G where however (X/G, Q/G) is Hausdorff, not complete, and 
not metrizable. 
(b) In this last part of Section 2, ‘8 will be the right uniformity of X. Condition 
(C) is then satisfied for all subgroups G of X by [lo, 5.211. An example of an in- 
complete quotient 9?/G is contained in [4] or [6, Section 13, 6 (2)], a more general 
form in [3, Section 20, Problem D, (a)], and a still more general one in [l, Lemma 
31. In these examples, Xis even a t.v. space (or even an l.c. t.v. space) and G a linear 
subspace. Dierolf’s lemma, which will also be used in Section 4, reads as follows: 
Lemma A. Let (x::, 3-;)icl be a family of t.v. spaces, for i E I let X, be a dense linear 
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subspace of (I$&) and Qi a V.S. topology on Xi with G;>Si lx,. Moreover let 
(29 2) := n (xi9 @,i) X @ (x7 2i) 
ieI iel 
where n,,[ denotes the topological product and oiCl the direct sum for t.v. 
spaces, and let 
D I= {(X,X): XE @xi}* 
isI 
Suppose that Xi+ y for infinitely many i E I. Then the quotient (Z/D,J/D) is not 
sequentially complete. 0 
If all (I$Si) are Hausdorff, then D is closed in Z, since it is the kernel of 
the continuous map Z+ niel (x, Si),(X,Y) *X-Y, with XE niEl (Xi, @i) and 
YE aiEl (x, Si). We note also that the lemma remains true for l.c. t.v. spaces and 
for abelian topological groups instead of t.v. spaces. Other examples of incomplete 
quotients %/G can be found in [lo, 11.1 and 12.61, and in [8, 3.101, where G is 
discrete and !J?/G is sequentially complete, but not complete. (Leischner plans to 
publish this.) With the exception of the examples in [lo, 12.61 and in [8, 3.101, in 
these examples X is abelian and hence G a normal subgroup of X. For normal G 
the above uniformity QB becomes the right (and left) uniformity of the SIN-group 
topology G on X for which {G) is a basis of U,(X); and by [lo, 4.291, B A B3 is 
the right uniformity of the group topological infimum 2 A G, where 2 denotes the 
given topology of X. Therefore the incompleteness of %A !B may be expressed as 
‘incompleteness of 2 A @‘. (If 2, 6 are V.S. topologies, then 2 A Q coincides with 
the infimum of 2, @ in the class of V.S. topologies on X.) 
3. 
We come now to another relation between certain quotients and infima, which 
is contained in [lo, 5.24(c)] and which is related to topological groups. It will also 
be used in Section 4. Let 2,, S2 be two group topologies on a group X and let pi, pi 
(i= 1,2) denote the corresponding left and right uniformities on X. A basis of 
$I?tA& is formed by all sets {(x,Y)EXXX: YE U,xU,} with Uic U,(Si) (i= 1,2). If 
d denotes the diagonal of XXX, then, by lot. cit., %,A?, is equal to the final 
uniformity on X with respect to the map 
h:(XxX,!l?ix%~)-‘X, (X,Y) ++ XY-i. 
This means that the induced bijection 
h^:(XXX,~,x~22)/~-,(X,~,A12), (X,Y)d “XY-‘, 
is a uniform equivalence, i.e., St A e2 may be canonically identified with a quotient 
of the right uniformity !l?t x !& of (XXX, 2, x 22). In particular, %t A e2 is 
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(in)complete iff (8i x ‘82)/n is (in)complete. (If 2i or ‘3-I is an SIN-group this 
means that ‘3i~S~ is (in)complete, cf. the end of (b) of Section 2.) 
By the above uniform equivalence with (%i x !R1)/d, 8, A Q2 may also be con- 
sidered as an instance of (b) of Section 2 (with d in the role of G), yielding an in- 
complete infimum (%i x sZ) A !ZQ if !J?i A & is incomplete. 
Obviously %i, & always satisfy (C). Also note that, for any topological group 
(X, ‘3), !R A I is Hausdorff (respectively pseudometrizable) iff X is so. An example 
of a complete Hausdorff topological group for which % A $ is incomplete is given 
in [lo, 8.14(a)]. On the other hand, by a slight generalization of [lo, 11.201 (same 
proof) one has: If the group topologies xi, 5-z on X are complete and infra- 
metrizable then also 8, A P2 is complete. [We recall from [ 10, 11.13 and 11.161 that 
a uniform space (X, ‘8) is called inframetrizable if there exists a pseudometrizable 
uniformity %3 C 23 on X such that 
VME Q3 WE m VXEXZIECX finite: N[x] cM[E]. 
‘Inframetrizable’ is implied by ‘pseudometrizable’ and by ‘uniformly locally com- 
pact’. A topological group X is called inframetrizable if (X, ?) (or, equivalently, 
(X, 8) or (X, ? V 3)) is inframetrizable, and this is equivalent to the property: There 
is a sequence (U,),,, N in U,(X) such that 
VU/E U,(X) Bn E N ZECX finite: 1Y~cEu.1 
We mention here another positive result on the completeness of a special in- 
fimum, appearing in [9]: Let (X, is) be a topological vector group (i.e., a t.v. space 
over the discretely topologized field R or C) and let lot(2) be the finest l.c. V.S. 
topology on X coarser than 2, which may also be described as 5 A 2, where ‘5, 
is the finest l.c. V.S. topology on X. is, is complete; and by [9, Satz 2.11, 2A ‘3, 
is complete if Z is complete. 
It is an open question, if !RiA!RZ is complete when 5_i, Z2 are complete and 
metrizable, even if %,, $RZ satisfy (C). 
4. 
Making use of Section 3, this section will lead to examples of incomplete infima 
GAx of complete V.S. (and also vector group) topologies Q, is, cf. the end of (b) 
of Section 2. 
(a) Let L,M be two subspaces of a real or complex vector space X, and let 
D:={(x,y)~L~M:x=y},i.e.,D=(LxM)nd,d thediagonalofXxX. Suppose 
that L and A4 carry V.S. topologies, and let & respectively Z, denote the final V.S. 
topologies on X with respect to the inclusions L&X, respectively M&X. Then the 
given topology of L is equal to the relative topology e 1 L, and every algebraic com- 
plement of L in X is topological and carries the finest V.S. topology. The analogous 
properties hold for A4 in (X, ‘J). Consequently E,, S are complete if L,M are 
complete. 
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Lemma B. (X, GA 2) is complete (respectively Hausdorff) iff (L x M)/D has this 
property. 
Proof. Put .Z:= L xMand Y := (X, @)x(X, X). ~5 x X is the final V.S. topology with 
respect to the inclusion ZGXXX. Hence the topology of Z is equal to the relative 
topology (G x S) )z and every algebraic complement of Z in Y is topological and 
carries the finest V.S. topology. In particular, Z is closed in Y. Let E be an algebraic 
complement of D in d and F an algebraic complement of Z+ d in Y. Then d = 
DOE (0 for ‘internal direct sum’), Z + d = Z@E, and Y= Z@& EOtop F, with 
E, F carrying the finest vs. topology. Consequently, Z+ d = ZGJtop E, A = D@,,P E, 
and 
(**) Y/A r~.~ (Z/D) &F. 
Since (X, @A ‘5) is topologically isomorphic to Y/A by Section 3 and F is complete 
and Hausdorff, the lemma follows. 0 
In (**) one has F=(O) iff L+M=X, since Z+d =(L+M)x(L+M) algebraically. 
Complete t.v. spaces L,MCX for which (L xM)/D and hence GA % is in- 
complete and Hausdorff can be obtained from the references at the beginning of 
(b) of Section 2: We assume the situation of Lemma A, quoted in (b) of Section 2, 
and put 
L:= fl(X;,Q;), M:=@(x,2i), and X:=L+Mc~l$. 
i6I isl iGl 
Then the group D of Lemma A is the same as the group D in Lemma B, so that 
a combination of the two lemmas yields incomplete infima &A x for the correspon- 
ding topologies G and 5 on X; and GA x is Hausdorff, if the spaces (Y, Si) used 
are Hausdorff. For (Y:, ‘3i) one may take, e.g., an infinite product of complete t.v. 
spaces and for (X,, Oi) the corresponding topological direct sum. If, alternatively, 
I= N and one takes the (Xi, Gi) to be Frechet spaces, then also L becomes Frechet. 
But 8 will never be metrizable since L has infinite codimension in X, so that a com- 
plement of L in (X, 8) carries the (nonmetrizable) finest V.S. topology. The unifor- 
mities %, !&? on X corresponding to 6, ‘3. satisfy (C) since X is abelian. 
(b) There are variants of (a) in which the V.S. topologies on L, A4 are replaced by 
certain other types of topologies like l.c. V.S. topologies, linear topologies in the 
sense of [6, Section 10.21, vector group topologies, or group topologies, and G, 2 
are then taken to be the corresponding final topologies on the vector space X. 
Lemmas A and B have the necessary variants. If one uses group topologies or vector 
group topologies, the topology (5 is metrizable iff the given topology of L is 
metrizable, and this can be realized as at the end of (a). This leads to examples of 
incomplete Hausdorff infima 8 A 2 of complete (vector) group topologies &, S on 
X with metrizable @. (Recall from Section 3 that GAS is complete for complete 
inframetrizable 6,x.) 
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5. 
The previous sections do not yield an example of two complete V.S. topologies 
G,, ‘5 on a real or complex vector space X such that Is is metrizable and 6 A is is in- 
complete. We will now give such an example, with X= lp, the classicial sequence 
space over KE {R, C} with 0 <p < 00, S the usual Frechet/Banach space topology 
of Ip, G an l.c. V.S. topology and @AX Hausdorff. @ will not be a ‘natural’ 
topology on X, it will be obtained from a complete l.c. V.S. topology G0 on the 
countable direct sum, 9 := K (N)~Ip. Go will be a special one of the topologies con- 
structed by Kothe [5], in a different presentation: Let 8 be a filter on N such that 
(/3) for every infinite MC in] there is an FE 5 such that n/r\ F is infinite. 
Later 3 will be specialized further. The sets of the form U+ span{e,: n E F}, with 
FE 3 and U an absolutely convex and absorbent’ subset of span{e,: n E N \F}, 
form a neighborhood basis of 0 for an l.c. V.S. topology G0 on p. Go is Hausdorff 
because of ((x). Moreover G0 is complete. Indeed, if (x~);~~ is an &Cauchy net in 
9, this net converges coordinatewise to an element x E K’ because of (a). Suppose 
that x= {GJnE~ $p. Then, by (p), there is FES such that {n~thl:~~#O}\F is 
infinite. The net (prN,F~i)i,l (with pr,\, the canonical projection of K’ onto 
KNiF) is then Cauchy for the finest l.c. V.S. topology on the direct sum KCNiF) by 
the definition of Go and hence has a limit in K @J\~) for that complete topology. 
This limit is also a coordinatewise limit and hence equal to pr,\,x, which is a con- 
tradiction to the choice of F. So x~rp. Using once more that, for every FE?~, 
(prN,Fxj)iEI converges to pr,\,x for the finest l.c. V.S. topology on KCNiF), an 
easy argument of classical type shows now that (x,);~~ converges to x for @a. So Go 
is complete. (A nontrivial argument shows that G0 coincides with Kothe’s topology 
&(H$ in [51. H. Pfister notes that (9, GO) can be considered as the topological 
projective limit of the t.v. spaces (K(““\F),(SFm) (FEN) where ZFm denotes the 
finest l.c. V.S. topology on K(‘lF), with respect to the canonical projections 
a, + K’N\o) +KtNiF) for F,GES with GcF.) 
Now we define 65 as the final l.c. V.S. topology on lp with respect to the inclu- 
sion map (rp, 6,,)61p. So (fp, 0) is the topological direct sum of ((D, 6~) and any 
algebraic complement x of rp in Ip; and 6 induces the finest l.c. V.S. topology on 
x. G is finer than the weak topology a(fP,cp) since every o(lP,q)-continuous linear 
form on lp is continuous on the topological direct summands v, and x of (Ip, G). 
Consequently a(lP, p) c 8 AX. In particular, 6 AS is Hausdorff. 
We turn now to the incompleteness of GAX. Suppose that there exists a= 
(%)fl E N in cO\lp such that CnGN,F 1 a, 1 p < CO for all FE 5. The net (bF)Fe 8 of se- 
quences bF:= (bF,,)nG N in K, with PFn := cr, for n E N \ F and pF,, := 0 for n E F, will 
turn out to be Cauchy in (Ip, 6 A 2) without a limit. First we have bFe lp for all 
FE 3 by the definition of a. Because of (a), (bF)F,8 converges coordinatewise to a. 
1 A subset U of X is called absorbent if a suitable multiple ox, Q > 0, of each element x of X lies in U. 
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Since a & Ip and GA X > ~(14 v), it remains to show that (bF)FE 5 is Q A 2-Cauchy. 
Let WE UO(fp, Z) and consider an EGneighborhood of 0 of the form 
U + span{e,,: neFO} + V 
with F, E 3, CT absolutely convex and absorbent in span{e,: n E N \F,}, and V ab- 
solutely convex and absorbent in x. These &neighborhoods of 0 form a basis of 
U,(G). Then, for all FES with FCF,, one has 
(***) pFn -PFDn = 0 for all n E N \F, and for all n E F, 
,llFn-PFnn = a,, for neF,\F. 
Since CnENiF I4 p< 03, it follows that b,-bFOelP. Therefore and by (***) there 
ic cEspan(e,: neFO\F) such that b,-b,,~c+ Wand hence 
bF-bFoEU+span{e,:nEFo\F}+V+ W. 
This proves that (bF)FEk is an GA S-Cauchy net without a limit in (f4 8 A 5), 
hence 0 A S is incomplete. 
To complete the example it remains to show that an element a as described above 
exists for suitable filters 3. To this end, it suffices to take any a= ((x,),~ N in co\lp 
and to define 3 := {FC IN: CnEN,F IanI p< m}. It is easy to see that 7j is a filter 
which satisfies (a), (/3) and that a is as desired for this filter. 
One obtains variants of the above example, if one takes for 6 the final V.S. 
topology or the final group topology on Ip instead of the final l.c. V.S. topology. 
We mention that for p 2 1 (and with the topology G constructed above) the com- 
pletion of (14 Or\ S) may be identified (by coordinatewise convergence) with the 
set A of all aec, for which ( ***) holds. If one replaces G by the final V.S. 
topology, the completion is equal to A for all O<p < 03. The proof uses the basis 
of Uo(6 A ‘5) which consists of all sets UC Ip such that prNjF(U) E Uo(Z lprN,b(l~J). 
6. 
From the fact that &A 5 is Hausdorff in Section 5, we can readily derive new 
complete V.S. topologies on p, which are finer than K&he’s topologies Go: The 
fact that (5 AX is Hausdorff, and &, S are complete implies that their supremum 
EiV 5 is complete, as is well known. Since q is closed in (/4 6) it follows that 
(G V 2) 1 o is also complete, i.e., Go v (‘Z ) & is complete. This may also be verified 
directly by an argument, similar to that for the completeness of Go in Section 5, 
using the following basis 23 of U,(@,,V (S_ I,)): If Go is defined by means of the 
filter 3 as in Section 5 (5 must satisfy only (a) and (p)), then 23 consists of all sets 
U-k V where U, VCp satisfy: for some FE 3, U is an absolutely convex absorbent 
subset of span{e,: n E N \F} and V is a neighborhood of 0 in span{e,: n EF} for 
the topology induced by (14 5). 
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7. 
Conjecture. There are two complete l.c. V.S. topologies @,2 on a vector space X 
which yield the same duals (X, G)‘= (X, is_)’ and for which (3 A 2 is incomplete. More 
farreaching: Such 6, B can be found on f2 and such that (j2, G)‘= (12, 2)‘= I2 (com- 
patibility with the dual pair (12,12)). 
Problem (J. Kakol). Let O<p< 1, ‘J, the usual complete metrizable topology on lp 
and (5 the finest l.c. V.S. topology on lp. Is C5 ~‘3 complete? 
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